
Abstract

The freely programmable ring light can generate any succession of lighting patterns and 
can be controlled via the trigger input or optionally via a RS232 interface.

Once programmed patterns – the so called „Frames“ can be saved and loaded 
automatically when starting.
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Connection plan
The ring light has five solder connections in a 2 mm grid. Onto this connections a cable can be soldered 
directly.
To prevent any mistakes, all connections are clearly marked on the plate.

GND: Ground reference point of the control. Connected with the ground plane of the plate.
VIN: Input voltage of the ring light → View “Electrical Specifications”
TRI: Trigger Input → View “Trigger”
RX: Serial Interface RX. The ring light is receiving data via this connection → “Communication”
TX: Serial Interface TX. The ring light is sending data on this connection → “Communication”

Electrical Specifications

Input Voltage

Description
Threshold value

Min. Regular Max.
Input Voltage V in +12V +18V +24V

Input circuit I in idle 4mA 8mA 12mA

Serial Interface

Description
Threshold value

Min. Regular Max.
TX High RS232 -15V -7V -3V

RX Low RS232 +15V +7V +3V

RX/TX TTL UART +3,7V +5V +5,5V

Trigger Input

Description
Threshold value

Min. Regular Max.
Trigger HIGH +3,7V +5V +5,5V
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Trigger LOW -0,3V 0V +0,3V

Operational mode

There are two operational modes, in which the ring light is working. The switching between the modes 
is carried out by the serial interface → commands

Trigger-Mode (standard after restart)
When the ring light is in trigger mode, it waits for a trigger signal, to release one of the Frames in the 
storage. In this mode it is possible to program 8 Frames in advance and then display those cyclic. The 
trigger signal can be sent via serial interface or optionally via the trigger input.

After displaying one Frame, the ring light is in an off-condition and is waiting for a new trigger. If a 
second trigger is sent, during the displaying of the first Frame, the next Frame is started directly without 
waiting for the end of displaying the old Frames.

ON/OFF-Mode
In this mode the ring light is switching to a static condition – ON or OFF. Which LEDs and which 
brightness are used is written in Frame 0. This information can be changed also during the ON-
condition. The light updates the information after successfully receiving the data.

In ON/OFF-Mode the information of the time in the data-frame is irrelevant. There any time can be 
indicated, because the light can be turned on and off manually.

Segment and Frame-Setup
The ring light is separated in 8 segments with 3 LEDs respectively. Each of these segments can be 
accessed and dimmed in brightness separately.
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All 8 segments are merged together binary into one byte, no matter if they are active or not.

LED Mask (1 Byte)

Segment 8 Segment 7 Segment 6 Segment 5 Segment 4 Segment 3 Segment 2 Segment 1

A Frame is created later from the commands F0 .. F7 together with 3 Bytes of data and the clearing 
character CR.

Frame (F) 3 Byte

Which LEDs (mask) Brightness / PWM Time / ms

0 – 255 0 - 255 0 - 255

“F0[255][128][100]\r” would be a valid command so set the Frame 0 (the first Frame) such as:

All LEDs are activ (255d) and shine with half of the brightness (128d) for 100 milliseconds.

Trigger input and Frames
The ring light is waiting for a trigger puls after the start and with pre-programmed Frames in EEPROM. 
The ring light is then in the trigger mode and the saved Frames have been loaded.

If a trigger puls is recognized, the next Frame is displayed. This happens as often as the number of 
complete Frames, which have been programmed. → Programming Frames

After the last Frame, a the first Frame is displayed again. For example: if 4 Frames are programmed 
(Frame 0 .. Frame 3) Frame 0 is displayed after the last Frame has been displayed and the ring light 
has received a further trigger signal.

Please note, that there are only up to 8 free programmable Frames available. Those Frames are: 
Frame 0 .. Frame 7.

Serial Communication

Abstract
The serial interface is used for the data exchange between a master (PC / plant) and the ring light. The 
data exchange is carried out asynchronously via a RS232 interface or optionally via TTL UART.

But the configuration of the interface stays the same for both cases. Please note the following set up:

Baudrate 9600

Data Bits 8

Stop Bits 1

Parity None

Handshake None

→ 8N1 Configuration
Every command needs a termination, which is carried out via the special character CR (Decimal: 13, 
Hexadecimal: 0x0D). If a ring light has received and successfully carried out a complete command, a 
“+” (Decimal: 43, Hexadecimal: 0x2B) and if not a “-” (Decimal: 45, Hexadecimal: 0x2D) is returned.
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Commands
In the following table all commands, which are needed for working with the ring light, are listed.

„#“ should describe a raw data byte (8-Bit) darstellen.

„\r“ is the end character CR

Command Description
F0###\r BYTE 1: Mask, which LEDs are active [1 .. 255]

BYTE 2: Brightness [1 .. 255]
BYTE 3: time in ms, which LEDs are switches to active [1 .. 255]
Sets up the information for Frame 0.

F1###\r Same command as previous only this time for Frame 1.

F2###\r Same command as previous only this time for Frame 2.

F3###\r Same command as previous only this time for Frame 3.

F4###\r Same command as previous only this time for Frame 4.

F5###\r Same command as previous only this time for Frame 5.

F6###\r Same command as previous only this time for Frame 6.

F7###\r Same command as previous only this time for Frame 7.

FN#\r BYTE 1: Number of Frames [1 .. 8]
Sets the number of programmed Frames. This command has to be 
sent directly after programming the Frames, so that the correct 
number of Frames are read and saved.

FC#\r BYTE 1: [0 .. N-1] when N programmed Frames, sets the 
next to be displayes Frame.

T\r Sends a trigger puls and starts the next Frame. This command is 
only available in the trigger mode (M0).

M0\r Switches the ring light into the mode: Trigger Mode

M1\r Switches the ring light into the mode: ON/OFF Mode

ON\r Switches the ring light on. This command is only available in the 
ON/OFF Mode (M1)

OFF\r Switches the ring light off. This command is only available in the 
ON/OFF Mode (M1)

SAVE\r Saves the current programmed Frames into the intern EEPROM. 
Those Frames are reloaded after restart.

CLR\r Deletes all current Frames from the RAM. The information in 
EEPROM is not touched by this command.

NOTE:
The internal EEPROM is limited to max. 100.000 write cycles. Do not use periodic!
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Examples for Configuration
Please have a look at the following examples.

Here also the „\r“ should mean the termination of the commads by CR.

A # followed by three digits is displaying a number in decimal writing. It is also a single byte and has the 
value range 0 .. 255.

Example Trigger-Mode
Two half circles changing (2 Frames, medium brightness)

M0\rF0#015#010#200\rF1#240#010#200\rFN#002\r
Set mode, writeFrame 0 , write Frame 1 , Set number of Frames to 2.

Now trigger can be carried out with the command „T\r“.
If the command „SAVE\r“ is also sent, then the setup is available after a restart, without programming 
new.

Quadrant (4 Frames, really fast and really bright)

M0\rF0#003#255#050\rF1#012#255#050\rF2#048#255#050\rF3#192#255#050\rFN#004\r
Set mode, write Frame 0, write Frame 1 write Frame 2, write Frame 3, set number of Frames as 4.

Now trigger can be carried out with the command „T\r“.

Examples ON/OFF Mode
M1\rF0#255#100#xxx\rFN#001\r
set mode, write Frame 0  (xxx = Time in ON/OFF-Mode irrelevant), set number of Frames as 2.

Now with „ON\r“ and „OFF\r“ the ring light can be turned on and off.
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